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This document, for teaching faculty and researchers, provides information on how to use the system, describing how to complete the most commonly used operations.

Please note: Personal information from example screenshots has been hidden. Screenshots are in Italian as the website is currently only available in Italian.

BASIC CONCEPTS AND TERMS

VIEW TYPES: there are various “view” types in IRIS based on the rights assigned to the user. The view type can be changed at any time by using the drop-down menu.
Using “Visione personale” (personal view), teaching faculty and researchers can manage their publications and profiles.

**RECOGNIZED AUTHOR:** this is an author of a product that appears not only on the bibliography list of names but is also connected to the system records. Only if this connection has been made will details be visible (role, department, SSD, etc.). Recognizing yourself and your colleagues at the University is mandatory when inserting a product. The University authors who have already been recognized can be seen on the product sheet and their public profiles can be seen by clicking on the name highlighted with a link.

**PROVISIONAL PRODUCT:** this is a product that is still missing mandatory information and therefore awaiting completion. It can be edited or deleted at any time.

**FINAL PRODUCT:** this is a product that has been declared “complete” and therefore can no longer be edited. Only final products are sent to and synchronized with the Ministry website. For any changes, your contact person or system manager should be contacted to place the product sheet in PROVISIONAL status.

**PRODUCT SHEET SUPERVISOR:** this is the user who manages the product sheet and makes any future changes, recognition/de-recognition of authors or deletion. The supervisor is specified on the list of products in “Desktop prodotti” and in the box “Informazioni generali” in the product sheet details.
PRODUCTS DESKTOP

After logging in, you will see the main page called "Desktop prodotti".
The Products Desktop is divided into three main tabs:

- **This contains all the products for which you are supervisor of the information or recognized author. The number indicates the total number of these products.**

- **This contains the products, identified automatically by the system, that potentially belong to you and regarding which you may self-recognize.**

- **This contains the products for which you are supervisor of the information, with co-authors who have self-recognized and which you must confirm or reject.**

**Customizing visualizations**

Columns in the products list can be added or hidden by using the appropriate button.
| Dati riassuntivi | Tipologia | Autoriconoscimento | Ultima modifica | Azioni | Titolo | Year | Titolo della rivista | ISSN (rivista) | Titolo della serie | ISSN (serie) | Pag, iniziale | Pag, finale | DOI | Volume | Fascicolo | Libro |
The order of the columns can also be changed by dragging the column to the desired position.

Using the button, you can also filter the list of products shown by type and status of document.

Changes to the default visualization can be changed (regarding both the order of the columns and filters on products) by using the button. Click on "Salva visualizzazione" in the drop-down menu and name the visualization in the window that opens. You can then decide to make this your default visualization.
To use previously saved visualizations or return to the default visualization, make a selection from the drop-down menu.

**Delivery status to the Ministry website**

The **MIUR** column indicates the delivery status of the publication to the Ministry website. Possible statuses are:

- **successo** - The product has been correctly sent to the Ministry pages of all authors recognized by the Ministry.
- **da (re)inviare** - Publication has not yet been completed.
• Publication has been rejected by the Faculty Website; by clicking this button, the reasons for delivery error will be available.

• Publication is PROVISIONAL. Only FINAL products may be transferred to the Faculty Website.

• Synchronization with the Faculty Website is not active for a specific publication. Each author may activate synchronization on an individual basis by using the function “Attiva sincronizzazione” in the “Azioni” menu

Possible product actions

The button in the column allows you to complete several actions for a specific publication according to its status and the tab where it is located.

Possible actions include:

• Resend to Ministry website (only finalized products)
• View product sheet
• View public version of product sheet
• View product chronology
• Send an email to the product sheet supervisor
• Edit a product (provisional only)
• Delete a product (provisional only)
• Self-recognition for a product
• Validate a self-recognition (product sheet supervisor only)
HOW TO ADD A NEW PRODUCT

Make sure you’re in the “Visualizzazione” in the Prodotti menu → Desktop prodotti.

Click the button to start the guided procedure or WIZARD.

In the first step of the WIZARD you can choose the method of adding a product: through identification codes (e.g. PubMed, Scopus, arXiv, DOI, CiNii, ISBN), files (e.g. in pubMed, arXiv, crossRef, bibTex, endnote, cvs, isi, tsv, ris, CiNii formats), free search (by entering the title and year of the product) or manually. In the first three cases, the system will recover information on the product in the registration stage from external databases, preventing you from having to “copy and paste”.

If you choose to add a product through free search, use one of the following actions: enter the title and year of the product or one or more identification codes or select the file containing the metadata to import and click on one of the following buttons: Cerca (search) or Elabora (process).
On the next screen, you need to check: the interested products; for each product, specify the type and click the button (import selected records).

The steps following this action are the same as those for manually adding a product.

If the product you would like to add is not available from other sources, you can add it manually by clicking on the appropriate pop-up menu. Select the type and click the button “Inserimento Manuale”.
Follow the various steps of the guided procedure, enter the information requested and remember the importance of recognition of university authors: only by completing this procedure will the product be sent to the Ministry page and the page for the co-authors!

**HOW TO RECOGNIZE UNIVERSITY AUTHORS**

Depending on the configuration chosen by the University, fields dedicated to this operation may differ slightly from what is described here.

To complete recognition quickly, we suggest you use the function "Riconoscimento multiplo automatico" (Multiple automatic recognition) by clicking .
In the window that opens, enter the names of all authors of the publication and click "Elabora" (process).

At the end of the operation, as you will see, the system automatically completes the items "Autori" (Authors) and "Numero degli autori" (Number of authors) and recognizes the university authors. If the information is incorrect, you may manually change or remove incorrect recognitions.
In cases of authors with the same name, the system will notify you of the presence of multiple authors; you can then choose the correct author from the drop-down menu.

If not using automatic multiple recognition, you can manually indicate the University authors. In the section "Personale interno" (Internal personnel), write the name of the first author and select the correct author from the list. To add other authors, click the button (add more).

**SELF-RECOGNITION FOR A PRODUCT**

You can add your name to the recognized authors for a product if it was not included by the person entering the names. The system will automatically identify the products you may “self-recognize” and this will be available on the Products Desktop in the tab . The number highlighted in green indicates the number of products that can be recognized.
Self-recognition can be completed in two ways:

The Products Desktop, with the actions menu:

- On the product sheet:
HOW TO EDIT / DELETE A PRODUCT

You can edit or delete products in PROVISIONAL status if you are the supervisor for that product (for edits, click on the button and a WIZARD will open for manually entering a product). This can be done in two ways:

The Products Desktop, with the actions menu:
• On the product sheet:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheda breve</th>
<th>Scheda completa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texto:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autori interni:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settore Scientifico disciplinare:</td>
<td>Settore: B10/14 - Farmacologia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data di pubblicazione:</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Object Identifier (DOI):</td>
<td>Article (author)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tipologia:</td>
<td>01 - Articolo su periodico</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Non si sono file associati a questo prodotto.